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A R T I C L E I N F O
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A B S T R A C T
Triple-GEM detector technology was recently selected by CMS for a part of the upgrade of its forward muondetector system as GEM detectors provide a stable operation in the high radiation environment expectedduring the future High-Luminosity phase of the Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC). In a first step, GEM chambers(detectors) will be installed in the innermost muon endcap station in the 1.6 < |𝜂| < 2.2 pseudo-rapidity region,mainly to control level-1 muon trigger rates after the second LHC Long Shutdown. These new chambers willadd redundancy to the muon system in the 𝜂-region where the background rates are high, and the bending ofthe muon trajectories due to the CMS magnetic field is small. A novel construction technique for such chambershas been developed in such a way where foils are mounted onto a single stack and then uniformly stretchedmechanically, avoiding the use of spacers and glue inside the active gas volume. We describe the layout, thestretching mechanism and the overall assembly technique of such GEM chambers.
1. Introduction
The current schedule of the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC)includes several long shutdown periods to allow for upgrades of theaccelerator complex as well as the experiments. The ultimate upgradeof the LHC to enable operation at a proton–proton center-of-mass energyof 14 TeV with an instantaneous luminosity gradually increasing up to5-7 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 is referred to as the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC).After the two-year long second Long Shutdown (LS2) starting in 2019,the instantaneous luminosity will exceed 2 × 1034 cm−2 s−1, while thethird Long Shutdown (LS3) scheduled for 2024–2026 will bring the LHCluminosity to its ultimate level of about 5 to 7 times its design value. TheHL-LHC (or Phase-2) period starting after LS3 and currently foreseen upto 2035, is expected to yield a total integrated luminosity of about 3000fb−1.During the HL-LHC period, the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)experiment [1] will continue its present physics program and thereforeneeds to maintain its sensitivity for electroweak scale physics and forTeV scale searches. As such, the CMS Collaboration is planning severaldetector upgrades in order to maintain or improve its high level ofperformance, in particular also of its muon system [2]. Presently, ascan be seen in Fig. 1, only Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) are installedin the forward region 1.6 < |𝜂| < 2.4 of the CMS muon system. Toincrease redundancy and enhance the muon trigger and reconstructioncapabilities in that particular region, several additional muon stationswill be added [3]. A first step will be the installation during LS2 ofan additional set of muon chambers denoted as GE1∕1 in the first muonendcap disks. The GE1∕1 chambers1 will contain Gas Electron Multiplier(GEM) technology [4] which given its known excellent rate capabilityand radiation hardness is well-suited for this forward detector region.
1 In ‘‘GE1∕1’’, the ‘‘G’’ stands for GEM and the ‘‘E’’ for Endcap; the first ‘‘1’’corresponds to the first muon station and the second ‘‘1’’ to the first, innermostring of the station
Fig. 1. A quadrant of the R-z cross-section of the CMS detector, highlighting (in red)the location of the GE1∕1 station in the pseudo-rapidity region 1.6 < |𝜂| < 2.2 . (Forinterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to theweb version of this article.)
2. GE1∕1 motivation
During the HL-LHC operation, the increase of the beam energy andthe collision rate compared to the current situation will definitely affectthe radiation environment of the detector. First of all, the increase of thebackground rate in the forward region of the CMS muon endcaps willprovoke a rise of the CMS level-1 muon trigger rate and a degradationof the muon selection due to trigger bandwidth limitations. Therefore,the challenge associated with the forward region of the muon systemfor the HL-LHC is to maintain an efficient and reliable trigger in the|𝜂| > 1.6 region. High muon trigger rates in the forward region of the
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detector are driven by the fast drop in the magnetic field towards high|𝜂|, which results in a decreased bending of muon trajectories as theytraverse the CMS muon system. As the measurement of muon p𝑇 by theCMS level-1 muon trigger is effectively based on the observed bendingof muon trajectories, any degradation in the muon p𝑇 resolution willlead to higher trigger rates due to the increased probability of low-p𝑇particles being reconstructed as high-p𝑇 muons.In addition, the high radiation background may accelerate the agingof the current muon system and could cause performance losses anddead regions. The expected background in the CMS endcaps for aninstantaneous luminosity of 5 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 has been computed usingthe CMS adaptation of the FLUKA simulation package and was found tobe dominated by neutrons and secondary particles arising from neutroninteractions with matter. Neutrons with energies ranging from thermalvalues to a few GeV originate from interactions of hadrons produced inprimary pp collisions with the beam pipe material and structures in thevery forward region. Neutron interactions within the detector materiallead to secondary particles, mostly high-energy photons and electrons,that can produce detectable amounts of ionization in gaseous detectors.The sensitivity of muon detectors to background particles with differentenergies has been computed using the GEANT4 framework [3]. Thebackground spectrum has been convoluted with the sensitivity to pro-vide the expected hit rate in the detectors. The maximum hit rate in thefirst muon station is expected to be around 5 kHz∕cm2 at the HL-LHC,with an estimated integrated charge of about 100 mC/cm2 for 20 yearsof HL-LHC operation [3].This implies that the upgraded forward muon system must besufficiently resistant to radiation and have a high rate capability.Furthermore, it must offer adequate pattern recognition capability toallow for efficient reconstruction of muon tracks while minimizing thenumber of mis-identified tracks. Part of the solution chosen by the CMSCollaboration is the introduction of additional, GEM technology basedgaseous detectors in the forward endcaps to complement the currentCSC system. The new GE1∕1 station in the first endcap disks togetherwith the current muon system will enable the CMS trigger to betterdiscriminate high-𝑝𝑇 muons from low-𝑝𝑇 muons [3]. In particular, theGE1∕1 station will extend the total path length of the muon system inthat 𝜂-region and will provide additional hits that will help to refinethe stub reconstruction and improve the momentum resolution. Withthe new station installed, muon direction will be measured using hitpositions in the adjacent GEM GE1∕1 and CSC ME1∕1 chambers inthe same 𝜂-region. The good position resolution of both detectors andthe increased lever arm formed by the two detectors will allow for animproved measurement of muon direction and bending angle in theCMS magnetic field. The rate of misidentified muons as well as theL1 trigger rate will also be reduced. The reduction of trigger rate willallow maintaining a low momentum threshold, therefore increasing theacceptance and efficiency of reconstruction of soft muons.
3. The GE1∕1 station
GEM detectors exploit the electron amplification that occurs withina gas medium inside narrow holes that perforate a thin polyimide foilin a triangular pattern. The polyimide foil is clad on both sides witha thin conductive copper layer. With a voltage up to about 400 voltsapplied across the two copper-clad surfaces of a foil a strong electricfield (60–100 kV∕cm) is produced inside the GEM holes. The primaryelectrons produced due to ionization of the gas by a charged particlepassing through the chamber drift towards the holes and once they startexperiencing the very intense electric field inside the holes, they acquireenough kinetic energy to produce secondary ionization in the gas. Thisprocess eventually leads to the formation of an electron avalanche. Anarrangement of three cascaded GEM foils, commonly known as a ‘‘triple-GEM detector’’, allows a high charge amplification factor up to several105 for modest applied high voltage, which limits the probability ofelectrical breakdown. The amplified charge induces a measurable signal
Fig. 2. The first CMS muon endcap station with the GE1∕1 super-chambers in the innerring.
on a readout electrode that can be segmented to provide positionalinformation.The GE1∕1 detectors are trapezoidally shaped and consist of a gasvolume containing a stack of three large-area GEM foils, i.e. a triple-GEM detector, embedded between a drift electrode and a readout board,with an induction/transfer-1/transfer-2/induction gap configuration of3∕1∕2∕1 mm. The first transfer gap has been set in order to minimizethe charge released after the first GEM. The induction gap has been setto achieve induction field up to 5 kV∕cm without too much increase inthe potential across the entire structure. The baseline gas mixture foroperating the CMS triple-GEMs is Ar/CO2 in 70:30 proportion.In the GE1/1 stations, a pair of triple-GEM detectors is combinedto form a ‘‘super-chamber’’ that provides two measurement planes tomaximize detection efficiency. Each super-chamber covers a 10.15◦sector so that 36 super-chambers are required to form a ring that givesfull azimuthal coverage as can be seen in Fig. 2. To instrument bothendcap disks, i.e. two GE1/1 stations, a total of 72 super-chambers or144 basic chamber units are required. The super-chambers will alternatein phi between long and short versions as dictated by the mechanicalenvelope of the existing endcap disk, i.e. each endcap disk will hold 18long and 18 short super-chambers.Over the past years, the performance of several generations of GE1∕1chamber prototypes was studied in a series of beam tests at CERN andFermilab [5,6]. With 98.0% chamber efficiency, a GE1∕1 super-chamberwill have an efficiency above 99.9% when the logical OR of the signalsfrom the two basic units is taken.
4. Chamber design
The structure of a basic GE1/1 unit is shown in Fig. 3. A chamberconsists of a drift board, three identical GEM foils stacked togetherwithin frames, a readout board and an external gas frame. The driftand readout boards and the external frame define the gas volume withthe gas tightness ensured by an O-ring placed inside a groove in theexternal frame. This construction allows the detectors to be thin, whichis important given the limited space available within the existing CMSdetector. Because of mechanical constraints due to support structuresin the GE1/1 station, two versions of detectors were designed in orderto maximize detection coverage. Long chambers have a radial length of128.5 cm, while short chambers have a radial length of 113.5 cm. Themain technical specifications of the GE1/1 detectors for both the Longand Short versions are listed in Table 1.The design of the drift board, the external and internal frames,the GEM foils, the readout board and the gas distribution system aredescribed in the following subsections.
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Fig. 3. GE1∕1 layout and its main components starting from bottom: drift board mountedall around with stainless steel pull-outs used for stretching of GEM foils, 3 mm frame(Spacer), first foil, 1 mm frame, second foil, 2 mm frame, third foil, 1 mm frame, firstO-ring, external frame, second O-ring and the readout board.
Table 1Technical specifications of the GE1∕1 Short and Long chambers.GE1∕1 detector
Specification Short Long
Shape Trapezoidal TrapezoidalChamber Length 113.5 cm 128.5 cmChamber Width (28.5–48.4) cm (28.6–51.2) cmChamber thickness 1.42 cm 1.42 cmActive readout area 3787 cm2 (app.) 4550 cm2 (app.)Active chamber volume 2.6 liters 3 litersGeometric acceptance in 𝜂 1.61–2.18 1.55–2.18
4.1. The drift board
The GE1/1 drift board is a trapezoidal-shaped printed circuit boardholding the drift electrode. The actual board and the magnified view ofits wider side is shown in Fig. 4. The board has an active area coatedwith a copper layer, i.e. the drift electrode, that is contained in the activegas volume. GEM foils are electrically connected to the HV power supplyusing spring-loaded pins. As shown in Fig. 5, these HV pins are mountedon the drift board, at positions corresponding to the HV pads located onthe GEM foils. Four pins are foreseen for each foil, i.e. a bottom andtop side contact plus two spare pins. Pins for a given GEM foil, i.e. ata given height in the stack, have an identical height. The drift boardhas number of holes around the periphery to accommodate mechanicalstainless steel pieces called pull-outs, that are used to stretch the foils aswill be explained in Section 5.3.Other on-board elements are outside the gas volume. There are padsfor a 10 MΩ protection resistor that is used to limit the current from theHV power supply. There are pads for a 100 kΩ resistor and a 330 pFcapacitor used to decouple the signal from the HV when during thepost-assembly chamber quality control procedure a detector signal isextracted from the bottom of the third GEM foil. Finally, there are HVtraces as shown in Fig. 4.
4.2. The external frame
The GE1/1 external frame is shown in Fig. 6. It is made up of halogen-free glass-epoxy material, machined from a single piece. The frameis used to close the active gas volume between the drift and readoutboards. It has a trapezoidal shape and has numerous wide notches toaccommodate the stainless steel pull-outs. It is coated with Nuvovernpolyurethane varnish before assembly to seal in particulates. Narrow
grooves are machined on both sides in order to accommodate a VitonO-ring.
4.3. The internal frame
The design of the internal frames is shown in Fig. 7. There arefour layers of internal frames made from halogen-free glass epoxy withthickness of 3 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, and 1 mm. Each frame is composedof 10 individual pieces per layer. The pieces are coated with Nuvovernpolyurethane varnish before assembly which ensures that no glass epoxyparticulates get detached from the frames during the chamber assemblyas any dust falling onto the GEM foils could produce electrical shorts inthe holes. Small threaded M2 brass inserts are fixed within the 3 mmframe to avoid loosening of macroscopic and microscopic glass epoxyparticulates from the frames when screws pass through the frame. Theframe layers are stacked and define the 3∕1∕2∕1 mm spacings betweenthe drift board, the triple-GEM structure and the readout board.
4.4. The GEM foils
The GE1∕1 detector uses three identical trapezoidal-shaped GEMfoils as shown in Fig. 9. The foils are produced at the CERN PCBworkshop using a single-mask production technique [7]. The GEM foilsurfaces oriented towards the readout board are a single continuousconductor whereas the GEM foil surfaces oriented towards the driftboard are segmented into sectors. The sectors run across the trapezoidin the same direction as the parallel ends. The sector width (in theradial direction) is largest at the short end of the trapezoid and smallestat the wide end so that the area of each sector is approximately thesame, about 100 cm2. This segmentation limits the charge and energyin case of a discharge. In an extreme case, if a discharge large enoughto generate a short were to occur in a particular HV segment, it wouldrender unusable only that particular HV segment and not the entire foil.Therefore, each segment has a separate connection to the HV supply viaa trace around the edge of the GEM foil to a common connection point atthe wide end. Each trace is connected through a 10 MΩ surface-mountedprotection resistor that limits the current from the HV supply, decouplesthe capacitance from other HV sectors, and quenches a discharge. Thevoltage for the other side of the foil is connected at two points locatedat the wide end of the foil, where the two points provide redundancy.
4.5. The readout board
The readout board is a trapezoidal-shaped printed circuit boardwith mechanical design as shown in Fig. 10. The inner side of theboard features 3072 trapezoidal readout strips oriented radially alongthe longer sides of the chamber. The active area covered by the stripssubtends an azimuthal angle of 10.15◦ which allows for an overlap of0.15◦ (equivalent to 5.67 strips) between the active areas of adjacentchambers. All the readout strips are connected through metalized viasto the outer side of the board where traces are routed from the vias toreadout pads in partitions of 8 × 3 partitions in (𝜂, 𝜙). Each 𝜂-partitionhas 384 strips comprised of three 128-strip sectors in 𝜙. The strip pitchvaries between 0.6 mm at the shorter end of the chamber and 1.2 mm atthe wider end. The readout board has two holes at diagonally opposedcorners, in which gas plugs are mounted that serve as inlet and outletexplained in Section 4.7 (see Fig. 11).
4.6. On-chamber HV distribution to the GEM foils and drift electrode
As described in Section 4.1, the GEM foils are powered through highvoltage pins soldered onto the drift board within the gas volume, thedesign of which is shown in Fig. 12, while an actual photograph is shownin Fig. 14. These pins get pushed against their corresponding connectionpads on the GEM foils which are at different heights as shown in Figs. 12and 13. The HV pins are connected with pads outside the gas volume.
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Fig. 4. Design of GE1∕1 drift board (left) and close-up view of the wide end of the actual GE1/1 drift board (right) showing the on-board HV circuit traces and pads for the spring-loadedpins that make the electrical connections to the GEM foils; the pads for a 10 MΩ SMD resistor, 100 kΩ and 330 pF capacitor; the holes to fix pull-outs against the board.
Fig. 5. Magnified view of the design of the drift board, with the twelve HV pins andcorresponding soldering pads for the resistive divider network.
Fig. 6. (left) The GE1/1 epoxy-glass external frame. (right) Close-up view of the sectionof the external frame showing the groove in the frame, O-ring in and out of the grooveand notches in the inner side of the frame to accommodate the pull-outs.
Fig. 7. Design of the GE1/1 internal frames.
Fig. 8. Magnified view of a section of Fig. 7 (left) and shapes and mechanical structureof the different pieces of the frames (right). Ten pieces are joined together to form eachframe. The stacked frames surround the GEM foils along their periphery.
Fig. 9. Design of the GE1/1 GEM foils (left) and close-up view of a section of a foil (right).Small holes for alignment pins are used during assembly. Large holes allow the passageof screws used to attach a foil to the internal frame. ‘‘Plus’’-shaped grooves are there toaccommodate stretching nuts. The boundaries between the different HV sectors are visible.
Fig. 10. Design of the readout board with the gas plugs fixed at opposite edges.
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Fig. 11. (Left) Outer side of GE1∕1 readout board showing 24 (𝜂, 𝜙) readout sectors,each with a male Panasonic connector for signal readout. There are holes at oppositecorners used to mount the two gas plugs; one serves as gas inlet and another as gas outlet.Holes on the periphery of the board allow the passage of screws that fix the board againstthe chamber structure. (Middle) Inner side of the drift board showing the readout strips.(Right) Close-up view showing readout strips on the inner side and a Panasonic connectoron the outer side of the board.
Fig. 12. Sliced view of the chamber design showing the mechanism to power the threeGEM foils with twelve HV pins.
Fig. 13. Magnified sliced view of Fig. 12 showing various components such as the driftboard, 3 GEM foils in a stack, 3 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm frames, second GEM foil poweringpad, readout board and the single HV pin pressed against powering pad of the second GEMfoil.
These pads are designed in order to allow to power the GEM chamberseither using multi-channel or single channel power supply. In the latercase, the pads will be used to fix a special resistive divider networkwhich allows a correct voltage distribution to the GEM foils. The circuitdiagram for the 3∕1∕2∕1 mm chamber gap configuration is shown inFig. 14.
4.7. Gas distribution within the chamber
Gas connections to each GE1/1 chamber are made with a single inletand a single outlet located on diagonally opposite corners of the readoutboard. The design of a gas plug fixed on the readout board is shown in
Fig. 14. (left) Twelve spring-loaded pins soldered onto the drift board to make electricalHV connections to corresponding contact pads on the GEM foils; the three sets of pinshave different heights so that they can properly reach the three GEM foils. (right) Theresistive divider network used to power up the GE1∕1 detector with a gap configurationof 3∕1∕2∕1 mm using single channel power supply; the notation D, 1T, 1B, 2T, 2B, 3T and3B corresponds to the drift board, the top and bottom electrodes of the first, second andthird GEM foil respectively.
Fig. 15. Exploded view of a GE1/1 chamber, including also the design of a gas plug fixedonto a GE1/1 readout board.
Fig. 15. The gas mixture flows diagonally through the chamber and thepresence of the GEM stack in the gas volume (i.e., between the Readout,external frame, and Drift boards) directs the gas flow towards the othercorners and makes the flow laminar. The gas distribution inside the GEMstack (i.e. between GEM foils) is made possible by diffusion through thegaps between the inner frames and through the GEM holes.
5. Assembly technique
Any kind of contamination can make a GE1∕1 detector fail asparticles going inside the 10 μm diameters holes of the GEM foils cancause electrical shorts. Therefore, the assembly of such detectors takesplace in a clean room environment of ISO class 6. The use of toolswith lubricated shafts, soldering equipment that requires heating ofvolatile fluxes, motors and vacuum pipes with out-gassing oils, hairand fingernail cosmetics are sources which can possibly contaminatethe detector and are forbidden in the assembly area.For the construction of the very first GE1/1 prototype, the GEMfoils were initially thermally stretched during 24 h at 37◦ in a specialoven [8]. Fiberglass spacer frames were then glued onto the foilsin order to fix and keep them separated at the correct distance inthe triple-GEM configuration. This procedure was however prone topossible glue contamination, very time-consuming and labor-intensiveand therefore not well suited for mass production. This glueing assemblyprocedure was eventually abandoned after the construction of the firsttwo generations of GE1∕1 chambers. Alternative methods were tested tostretch GEM foils including stretching due to infrared heating lamps [9].However, a major development in the GE1∕1 chamber assembly proce-dure was introduced in 2011 with a new technique [5,10] in which the
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Fig. 16. The 3 mm frame pieces placed on the Plexiglas plate forming the trapezoidalshape of the chamber.
GEM foils are mechanically stretched and the chamber is constructedwithout the use of any glue. The technique was initially tested on small30 × 30 cm2 prototypes [11] and later used to construct actual GE1/1chambers [12,13]. Since no glue is needed during the assembly thistechnique reduces the chamber assembly time from several days to afew hours only, and also allows for a chamber to be reopened in case ofproblems.The important steps performed during the assembly of a GE1∕1chamber are discussed in the forthcoming sections. The procedure startswith the preparation of the drift board, followed by the assembly of theGEM stack. Next, the GEM foils are mechanically stretched using theabove mentioned new technique after which the chamber is closed bythe readout board.
5.1. Drift board preparation
The drift board is prepared outside the clean room in order toavoid the contamination of the clean room due to the soldering ofdifferent components which must be mounted on the board. Twelvepins are mounted on the drift board for making HV connections to thecorresponding GEM foils. The three sets of pins have different heights toproperly reach the three GEM foils in the stack. Pull-outs are bolted ontothe perimeter of the drift PCB with two 𝐴2 stainless steel M 3 × 6/ × 8screws that are sealed with polyamide washers against the drift boardto prevent gas leakage. As described already in Section 4.1, a surfacemounted (SMD) 10 MΩ Resistor, a 330 pF Capacitor and a 100 kΩresistor are also soldered to the drift board.
5.2. GEM stack assembly
The most critical part in the chamber construction is the preparationof the GEM foil stack, which is realized with the help of a Plexiglas baseplate that includes alignment pins at desired positions to keep the entirestructure aligned during the assembly procedure. These alignment pinsare fixed into the Plexiglas sheet following the trapezoidal geometrydemanded by the mechanical layout of the detector. In the stack, theinternal frame pieces fabricated in FR4 material are alternated with theGEM foils to define the different gaps. The 10 pieces of the 3 mm framesare inserted first over the alignment pins before placing the first GEMfoil as shown in Fig. 16.Before placing a GEM foil on the stack, it is first cleaned using anantistatic adhesive roller, which removes dust particles at the micronlevel by its strong sticking capacity as shown in Fig. 17 (left). Thisis followed by a leakage current measurement in which a potentialdifference of 550 V is applied across the foil using an insulation testeras shown in Fig. 17 (right). The applied potential produces a very highelectric field, typically of the order of 70–100 kV/cm, within the GEMholes and may lead to initial sparks due to the burning of any dustparticles within the GEM holes. As such, this test may effectively helpto clean the foils from leftover impurities. In an environment with 30%of relative humidity (RH) or less, the maximum allowed value of the
Fig. 17. (left) GEM foil cleaning using adhesive roller. (right) Leakage current measure-ment using a MIT 420 Megger.
Fig. 18. (1) Shapes and mechanical structure of 4 different frame pieces, (2) 3 mm and1 mm frame pieces are combined together with ‘‘+’’ shaped grove reserved for stretchingnut, (3) placement of nut after stacking two frame pieces, (4) 3 mm, 1 mm, and 2 mmframe pieces combined in a specific order and (5) different frame pieces stacked together tomaintain the gap configuration of 3/1/2/1 mm as demanded by GE1/1 geometry, similarframe pieces are combined to form four layers around the periphery of the GEM stack asdepicted in Fig. 8.
Fig. 19. (left) A GEM stack with a drift board and (right) the GEM stack structure frombottom to top.
leakage current when a potential difference of 550 V is applied acrossthe foils is 35 nA. However, above 30% of RH, the leakage current candrastically rise above that level. During this test, electrostatic charge isaccumulated inside the GEM holes making them more likely to catch anyremaining dust particles. Moreover, during the mounting of the stack,the GEM foils are not yet perfectly stretched, and if two adjacent foilsin the stack come in contact, the whole energy accumulated on the foilscan be released in a single point which may lead a damaged GEM foil.For this reason, at the end of the leakage current test, the GEM foils mustbe fully discharged by shorting the top and bottom electrodes.As was shown already in Fig. 9, the edges of the GEM foils have apattern of holes, which are used to attach the foils to internal frames.The stack of three GEM foils is formed by sandwiching foils at theiredges between the four layers of internal frames described in Section4.3. A detailed view of these frames is shown in Fig. 18. The stack isheld together by numerous small M 2 × 6 non-magnetic stainless steelscrews, spaced about every centimeter along the frame and penetratingall the frame layers and foils. These screws are tightened against smallthreaded M2 brass inserts. After the second GEM foil is placed on the
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Fig. 20. (top) Placing the GEM stack onto the drift board. (bottom) The GEM stack onthe drift board and fixation of the drift board with the assembly jig.
Fig. 21. Concept and mechanism employed to stretch the GEM foils in GE1/1 cham-bers [3].
stack followed by the 2 mm frame, stainless steel nuts are embeddedinto the frames (at specifically designed ‘‘+ ’’ shaped grooves) every fewcentimeters around the periphery of the stack, with the axes of theirthreaded holes oriented parallel to the plane of the inner frame. Thesenuts together with the pull-outs mounted on the drift board and thecorresponding screws are used in the stretching mechanism as will beexplained in Section 5.3. The GEM stack consisting of three foils with the3∕1∕2∕1 mm frames is finished by removing the dead area surroundingthe active area of the foils as shown in Fig. 19.
5.3. GEM foil stretching mechanism
After the preparation of the three-layered GEM stack as describedin Section 5.2, this stack is then placed over the drift board as shownin Fig. 20 (top). The drift board is fixed against a special assembly jigmade of aluminium bars which are tightened with the help of fixationbolts as shown in Fig. 20 (bottom). The jig is used to keep the drift boardflat by preventing deformations during the stretching of the GEM stackor during the fixation of the readout board against it when closing thechamber at the end of the assembly procedure.Next, the entire GEM stack is mechanically stretched, i.e. all threefoils at once, following the technique that is conceptually visualized inFig. 21. The nuts inserted after the second GEM foil is put on the stack asexplained in Section 5.2 receives M 2.5 × 8/×8 stainless steel screws thatare inserted laterally into the pull-outs located within the gas volume onthe drift board as shown in Fig. 22 (top). The stack is then uniformlystretched against the pull-outs by amanually applying a controlledtorque of about 8–10 cNm on the lateral screws, pulling the inner frame
Fig. 22. (top) The implementation of the concept depicted in Fig. 21 by using variouscomponents to stretch the GEM stack against the pull-outs. Stretching screws are allowedto pass through the stainless steel pull-outs and are received by nuts embedded into theinner frame for tensioning the GEM foils in the stack. (bottom) The actual stretching isperformed using a screw driver with an assembly jig mounted onto the drift board.
outwards towards the pull-outs as shown in Fig. 22 (bottom). In order tolower the risk of forming ‘‘waves’’ in the GEM foils during the stretchingof the stack, a specific order is followed in the tightening of the screws.Pairs of corresponding screws on opposite sides of the chamber aretightened simultaneously by two people.Tolerances inherent in the stretching mechanism of the GEM foilsand their relative positioning can have an impact on the uniformity ofthe gas gain and the detector timing response. It is therefore crucial toensure uniform stretching during assembly in order to achieve a uniformresponse across the detector surface. This uniform stretching is ensuredby setting specifications on the torques applied to the pull-out screwsduring assembly. To determine and validate the optimal mechanicaltension applied to the GEM foils, a procedure involving Fiber BraggGrating (FBG) sensors was used [14].
5.4. Closing the chamber
After the foil stretching, a connectivity test between the gaps andacross the foils is performed by measuring the impedance using a MegaOhm Insulation tester. This is done by applying a potential difference of550 V across the GEM foils and in between different gaps through theHV traces outside of the gas volume on the drift board. An impedance ofmore than 100 GΩ and 15 GΩ is expected between the gaps and acrosseach GEM foil, respectively, for RH of 30% or less. The impedance mayhave lower values at higher values of humidity.At the end of the assembly procedure, the external frame is placedaround the tensioned GEM stack. It defines the limits of the gas volumeas shown in Fig. 23. The anode readout board is placed on top of thisouter frame and is attached to the stainless steel pull-outs with A2stainless steel M3 × 6∕ × 8 screws which are sealed with polyamidewashers against the readout board as shown in Fig. 24. This sandwichesthe outer frame tightly between the drift and readout boards andprovides a solid gas barrier. The final detector is shown in Fig. 24.
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Fig. 23. Close-up view of a section of a GE1/1 detector with the GEM foil stack tensionedagainst the pull-outs mounted onto the drift board and surrounded by the outer frameequipped with O-rings in its grooves. The active chamber volume is ready to be closedwith the readout board.
Fig. 24. (left) Closing the chamber with the readout board. (right) A completed, closedGE1∕1 chamber.
6. Summary and outlook
As part of its High Luminosity LHC upgrade project, the CMSCollaboration recently approved the use of GEM technology to extendits muon system in the forward region. In a first step, 144 new triple-GEM chambers (GE1/1) will be added to the first muon endcap stationsduring the upcoming second LHC Long Shutdown. After several years ofR&D that started in 2009, the design of these CMS GE1∕1 chambers hasbeen finalized. The chambers are constructed using a novel mechanicalstretching system requiring no gluing during assembly and no spacers
inside the active area of the detector. This assembly technique reducesthe chamber construction time from several days to a few hours only.Before reaching the final design, several full-size prototype chamberswere produced using this stretching technique and were successfullyoperated in test beams [5,6,12].The final integration of the GE1/1 chambers into the CMS muonsystem is now being prepared. Following the design and assemblytechnique described here, ten chambers have been assembled, tested andinstalled inside the CMS experiment during the 2017 Extended Year EndTechnical Stop (EYETS) [15]. These chambers are providing the firstoperational experience with GEM detectors inside CMS. The installationand integration time required later on for the full GE1/1 station can nowbe optimized. The production and quality control of chambers for thefull GE1/1 system is on schedule for installation in 2019.
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